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Abstract

OBJECTIVE: To determine the role of transrectal ultrasound, especially in association with

color Doppler, in the diagnosis of prostate cancer. MATERIALS AND METHODS: Eighty-four

cases of patients who underwent transrectal biopsy were prospectively analyzed. In all patients,

besides the traditional gray-scale sonogram, color Doppler study was performed in search of

hypervascular foci. The results were compared with the histopathologic diagnosis. RESULTS:

The gray-scale sonogram showed a 67.7% sensitivity, 52.8% specificity, positive predictive

value of 45.6% and negative predictive value of 73.6%. The association with Color Doppler

increased the specificity (from 52.8% to 79.2%) and the positive predictive value (from 45.6%

to 62.0%) although it has caused a decrease in the sensitivity (from 67.7% to 58.0%). Besides,

the study had 32.2% of missed cancers by both methods, and these patients, although having

less extensive cancers, all of them were clinically significant (Gleason 6 or more).
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CONCLUSION: Transrectal ultrasound findings, even in association with color Doppler, are

not sufficiently accurate to determine whether a patient should or not be submitted to biopsy.
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INTRODUCTION

Presently, prostate cancer is a health problem worldwide. In Brazil it has become a true

public health problem, since it is the second most usual type of cancer affecting men, and has

presented a trend of increase in the last years as a result of the population aging(1).

For this reason, the prostatic carcinoma demands the adoption of tools accurate enough to

allow its early detection and adequate treatment, improving the patient survival and reducing

morbidity. Currently, the prostate cancer diagnosis is based on digital rectal examination, on

blood levels of prostate-specific antigen (PSA) and on transrectal ultrasound, but none of these

methods is sensitive or specific enough to be utilized alone for definition of the conduct to be

adopted in relation to the patient(2,3).

The PSA is a simple diagnostic tool usually employed for prostate cancer screening

although may present a dubious meaning in case of an intermediary index increase. The greatest

utility of PSA is its role as an indicator of tumoral volume and of the disease progress after the

initial treatment(4,5).

Transrectal ultrasound, although presenting a lower sensitivity and specificity than

previously thought, is able to detect more tumors and more early than other methods.

Additionally, technical developments have occurred with the introduction of Color Doppler that,

in spite of having not fully met initial expectations, is an important adjuvant factor in the

prostatic cancer investigation for increasing both positive predictive value and sensitivity(2,6,7).

Along this progress, the utilization of ultrasound is well established as the main method

for guiding material collection by means of prostate biopsy in a fast, safe and relatively painless

way.(6,7).

The objectives of the present study were: to determine the sensitivity, specificity,

transrectal ultrasound positive and negative predictive values, both in gray scale and color

Doppler, utilizing biopsy results as a golden standard, as well as to correlate ultrasound and

color Doppler findings with histopathological results according to Gleason score.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This study population included 88 consecutive patients referred to our service to be

submitted to prostate transrectal ultrasound followed by biopsy in the period between January

28, 2003 and February 17, 2004, aiming at diagnostic elucidation due to findings in physical

examination and/or increase in PSA blood levels.
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Ultrasound studies and biopsies in all patients included in this study were performed by

or under supervision of a same physician of the service, assuring the highest possible

homogeneity of examination technique and data.

Previously to the biopsies, the patients were submitted to antibioticprophylaxis with 400

mg norfloxacine, two hours before the procedure and were told to utilize a “fleet enema” for

rectal cleansing one hour before the examination. Antibioticprophylaxis was continued for two

additional days after biopsy.

All the studies were performed in an Aspen (Acuson Corporation; California, EUA)

ultrasound equipment with an “end-fire” type 7 MHz EC7 endocavitary transducer.

The patient was positioned in left lateral decubitus and examination was initiated in B

mode in gray scale on the whole prostatic gland and seminal vesicles, performing the scanning

in sagital and ortogonal planes (coronal oblique). At this moment also the prostate weight was

estimated by multiplication of the three dimensions of the gland (greatest axes of length, width

and height) by a π/6 factor (approximately 0.52), assuming that 1 ml prostatic tissue is

equivalent to approximately 1 g.(6).

Findings considered as suspects for cancer at ultrasound were: hypoechoic node in

peripheral zone, diffuse hypoechogenicity, loss of differentiation between peripheral zone and

internal gland, focal swelling or peripheral zone asymmetry, irregularities and rupture of

prostatic capsule(6,8,9).

After scanning in gray scale, the color Doppler was performed, with the color box

adjusted for covering the whole peripheral zone, neurovascular bundles and the greatest part of

the internal gland (which eventually was not possible in glands presenting highly increased

volume), aiming at allowing comparison of vascularization standard between both lobes. If any

abnormal vascularization area was found at color Doppler, the color box was reduced to

increase sensitivity, allowing a better evaluation of the focal change.

The color Doppler gain was set just below the threshold for noise. Low velocity and high

sensitivity parameters were utilized. The filters were adjusted to optimize the visualization of

low flow and small vessels.

Findings at color Doppler were divided into asymmetry in vascularization (associated or

not with focal lesion seen in gray scale) and focal or diffuse increase in vascularization in the

peripheral zone.

Ultrasound-guided biopsies were performed using transrectal route, with a Pro.Mag 2.2

(Medical Devices Technologies, Florida – USA) biopsy pistol system with 18 gauge needle.

Four to six random fragments were obtained from each peripheral zone, besides directed

biopsies (1 to 2 fragments) in case of any focal changes detected at gray scale or color Doppler.

These fragments were preserved in labeled vials containing formol at 10% and identified

as to their localization (laterality). Fragments obtained from directed biopsies were preserved
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and identified in separate vials. Later, the fragments were referred to the pathology service for

analysis.

The pathology service routine for prostatic fragments consists in preparing slides stained

with hematoxiline-eosine and analysis afterwards. For the purposes of this study, pathological

findings were rated as benign (normal, benign hyperplasia, prostatitis, infarct) and malign

(prostatic intraepithelial neoplasm, cancer). The Gleason score was calculated in specimens

diagnosed as cancer.

PSA measures were performed previously to the biopsies, using a polyclonal kit by

means of the chemiluminescence method, the values < 4.00 ng/ml being considered as normal.

For calculating sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values, one has

defined as true-positive cases those cases presenting suspect findings at ultrasound and

histopathologically positive for cancer; true-negative cases, in the absence of suspect findings at

ultrasound and benign finding at pathology; false-positive, those with suspect findings at

ultrasound and benign findings at pathology; and false-negative, those with no suspect finding at

ultrasound, but histopathologically diagnosed as cancer.

The comparison of numerical values like age, PSA values, gland weight and Gleason

score, was made by means of the Student t test for non-paired samples, p values < 0.05 being

considered as significant.

RESULTS

Of the 88 patients studied, four were excluded for presenting insufficient material for

histopathological analysis. Therefore 84 patients were investigated.

In these 84 patients the biopsy results were positive for adenocarcinoma in 31 (36.9%)

and negative for adenocarcinoma in 54 (63.1%). There was no case of neoplasm different from

prostate adenocarcinoma.

Mean age of patients was 70.4 years (ranging from 46 to 94 years); 68.9 years (ranging

from 46 to 86 years) for patients with negative biopsies and 72 years (ranging from 56 to 94

years) for patients with biopsies positive for adenocarcinoma. The difference was not

statistically significant (p > 0.05).

The average prostate weight was 43.8 g in patients with no prostatic neoplasm and 39.6 g

in patients with adenocarcinoma (non-statistically significant difference, p > 0.05).

When patients were divided into groups, the prostatic weight being taking into

consideration (< 20 g; 20 g–50 g; and > 50 g), one may observe that only three (5.7%) patients

diagnosed as benign presented a normal volume (< 20 g), while the other 50 (94.3%) presented

an enlarged prostate. Of these 50 patients, 16 (30.2%) presented prostatic weight higher than 50

g. On the other hand, the group with histological diagnosis of adenocarcinoma, five (16%)
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patients presented normal prostatic volume and only 16% of patients presented prostatic weight

> 50 g.

PSA values ranged from 0.65 ng/ml to 511 ng/ml. Only nine patients presented PSA, 4.0

ng/ml (10.7%). Mean values of PSA values were 7.6 ng/ml in patients with benign results at

biopsy and 48.1 ng/m. in patients with positive results for cancer, with a statistically significant

difference (p < 0.05). There was no case of adenocarcinoma with PSA lower than 4.0 ng/ml

(100% sensitivity), but the majority of patients with negative biopsy for cancer (44 patients,

83%) also presented values higher than 4.0 ng/ml (17% specificity).

Ultrasound results were considered as normal (Figure 1) in 38 (45.2%) patients and

suspect in 46 patients (54.8%). Among suspect findings, the most frequent one was peripheral

zone hypoechoic node (Figures 2, 3 and 4), observed in 29 patients (58.7%), while peripheral

zone diffuse hypoechogenicity with loss of differentiation between peripheral zone and internal

gland (Figures 5 and 6) were observed in 19 patients (36.9%) with suspect ultrasound and two

patients (4.4%) presenting isoechoic bulging of the peripheral zone. Fifty-seven alterations were

found in 46 patients with suspect ultrasound. Four patients presented both area of diffuse

hypoechogenicity and hypoechoic node, and one of them had two nodes besides the

heterogeneous area. Five patients presented two hypoechoic nodes in the peripheral zone.

Correlating the US gray-scale findings with histopathological results, one has observed

that 21 cases were true-positive, 25 false-positive, 28 true-negative and 10 false negative (Table

1).

Therefore, for one suspect finding at ultrasound we had a 67.7% sensitivity, 52.8%

specificity and positive and negative predictive values of 45.6% and 73.6%, respectively.

Dividing data by suspect findings, of 29 patients with hypoechoic nodes in peripheral

zone, 12 had positive biopsies for adenocarcinoma, i.e., positive predictive value of 41.4%. On

the other hand, among patients presenting loss of zonal differentiation, 11 of 19 had positive

biopsies (positive predictive value of 57.9%). Two patients presenting isoechoic bulging had

negative biopsies for adenocarcinoma (positive predictive value of 0%).

As regards color Doppler findings, 55 cases were negative and 29 positive, i.e. with some

focal of diffuse increase of the flow in prostate gland. All the color Doppler findings were

related to findings at US in gray-scale (Figures 3B, 4B and 5B).

Correlating color Doppler findings with histopathological findings, we obtained 18

true-positive cases, 11 false-positive cases, 42 true-negative cases and 13 false-negative cases

(Table 2).

Therefore, taking only color Doppler findings into consideration, sensitivity, specificity,

positive and negative predictive values were, respectively, of 58.0%, 79.2%, 62.0% and 76.3%.

As a result, we observed that, associating the color Doppler study to the routine US, we

have an increase in specificity (from 52.8% to 79.2%) and in the positive predictive value (from
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45.6% to 62.0%), but, on the other hand, there was a decrease in sensitivity (from 67.7% to

58.0%).

Correlating findings at gray-scale with color Doppler findings, we observed that, most

frequently, US studies were normal (38 cases); hypoechoic nodes were found in 29 cases, of

which 19 were associated with Doppler flow focal change.

Diffuse hypoechoic change with loss of zonal differentiation was seen in 19 patients, 12

of them presenting Doppler flow abnormality

In three patients, the presence of hypoechoic node and diffuse heterogeneity coexisted,

although in different peripheral zones, in two of them both were hypervascular findings. In the

other patient, two nodes (one hypervascular) coexisted, besides a hypoechoic heterogeneous

area without increased vascularization.

Mean Gleason score was 6.9, and the most frequently value found was 7 (4 + 3), present

in 14 of the patients (45.2% of patients with positive biopsy for adenocarcinoma).

There was no statistically significant difference between Gleason values for patients with

suspect or unsuspected ultrasound at gray-scale (means of 6.71 and 6.67, respectively) or at

color Doppler (means of 7.1 and 6.6, respectively) (p values > 0.05). The difference between

Gleason score mean values was significant only when the group with normal ultrasound was

compared with the group presenting diffuse heterogeneity with hypervascularization (p value <

0.05). Comparing the group with abnormalities at ultrasound, we observed that although

patients presenting diffuse changes with hypervascularization had higher mean Gleason score,

this difference is not statistically significant (p value > 0.05).

DISCUSSION

The prevalence of prostate adenocarcinoma histopathologically detected, considered in

the present study as gold standard, was of 39.3%. This value is similar to others reported by

studies presenting a similar method of patients recruitment in which the prevalence ranged

between 40%(2) and 47,5%(10).

The prostate volume was higher, although at non-statistically significant rates, in patients

with benign biopsies and this finding may be connected with the higher prevalence of benign

hyperplasia whose prevalence increases with ageing(11).

The PSA blood test presented sensitivity of 100%, normal levels usually ranging from 0

ng/ml to 4 ng/ml. There was no case of malignancy in patients with levels lower than the normal

limit. This finding is partially similar to others in the literature reporting that the occurrence of

prostate carcinoma is rare in patients presenting normal levels of PSA. In a study by Spencer et

al.(12), with patients presenting normal PSA levels, there was a 19% incidence of prostate

cancer. In our study, the absence of cases of cancer with normal PSA probably is due to the

lower number of patients studied.
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On the other hand, this 4 ng/ml cutting level for normal PSA presented specificity as low

as 17%, despite the non-statistically significance of the mean values between groups of patients

with cancer and with histopathologically benign findings. This overlapping is observed because

both the normal and the hyperplastic prostatic parenchymas affect the PSA levels, so patients

with prostatic hyperplasia may present higher than normal PSA levels(5,13).

Gray scale ultrasound demonstrated a sensitivity of 67.7%, with positive predictive value

of 45.6%, besides a specificity of 52.8%. These values are within the range reported by several

studies where values for sensitivity ranged from 41%(2) to 96%(10), for specificity, from 27%(14)

to 81%(2) and for positive predictive value, between 45%(15) and 53%(10).

On the other hand, color Doppler findings demonstrated sensitivity of 58.0%, positive

predictive value of 62.0% and specificity of 79.2%. Again, values were similar to those of the

literature, where the sensitivity ranged from 43.2%(2) to 86.6%(10), the positive predictive value

from 40.8%(2) to 77%(10), and specificity from 38%(15) to 66.4%(2). One may observe that, in the

present study, the specificity was higher than in the literature, since the association of methods

in our study showed the color Doppler playing a more effective adjuvant role.

Correlating the gray-scale findings with the color Doppler findings, we observed that the

finding more frequently associated with prostatic cancer was the peripheral zone node with

associated focal hypervascularization in 12 patients. Only one patient with peripheral zone node

and adenocarcinoma at biopsy presented a node without hypervascularization.

These findings are compatible with histopathological findings where prostatic tumors

usually present as hypoechoic nodular areas due to their cellular arrangement distinct from the

normal peripheral zone and that about 76% of nodular cancers are remarkably hypoechoic(16).

Similarly, other studies demonstrate that prostatic cancers present lower microvasculature

density, with vessels smaller in diameter than those observed in normal tissues (tumoral

angiogenesis) and occupying larger area of tissue, appearing as hypervascularization at

Doppler(17).

On the other hand, 17 patients with benign biopsy also presented hypoechoic node at

ultrasound, eight of them presenting at Doppler as hypervascular nodes. Three of these patients

with hypervascular nodes had a diagnosis of acute and/or chronic prostatitis and the other ones

had a diagnosis of benign prostatic hyperplasia or normal histology. But, among patients with

node without increased vascularization there was a case of infarct, one of nodular hyperplasia,

one of chronic prostatitis and the other had normal results or benign prostatic hyperplasia.

The hypoechoic lesion at ultrasound is not specific to the prostate adenocarcinoma; there

are several benign lesions like focal hyperplasia, infarcts, acute or chronic prostatitis, that may

present with this aspect at echography. Rifkin & Choi(8), studying peripheral prostatic lesions,

observed that only 20% of hypoechoic lesions were malignant at anatomopathological study.
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Hypervascularization in a benign lesion also may be explained by histopathology, since

an increase in the number of vessels with normal or enlarged dimensions is observed (although

not similar to the vessels observed in the tumoral angiogenesis), increasing the percentage of

lesion area occupied by vessels and appearing at Doppler as hypervascularization(17).

As regards the finding of diffuse heterogeneity, of 11 cases with diagnosis of

adenocarcinoma, nine presented a diffuse increase in the vascularization of the region, while

two patients presented normal flow in the prostate gland. On the other hand, of 9 patients with

benign biopsy with this same finding, only 3 presented hypervascularization, the diagnosis

being chronic prostatitis and benign hyperplasia. The other six patients with diffuse

heterogeneity without hypervascularization had histological diagnosis of normality/benign

hyperplasia.

The diffuse change of loss of zonal differentiation between central and peripheral zones

was described by Ezz el Din & de la Rossette(6) as a specific finding for prostate cancer.

In this study, the positive predictive value of diffuse change at ultrasound for the

diagnosis of cancer was of 57.9%. When we associate the positiveness at color Doppler with the

change at gray-scale, the positive predictive value increased to 75%. On the other hand, the

positive predictive value for a focal, nodular, hypoechoic lesion in the peripheral zone was of

41.4% in this study, increasing to 57.9% when such alteration was also positive at color

Doppler. The diffuse change was a more specific ultrasound sign of prostatic carcinoma than the

hypoechoic node.

In the two cases of isoechoic swelling, the color Doppler was negative and biopsy benign.

This probably indicates that the finding was an asymmetry due to benign hyperplasia, or

hyperplastic nodes which caused the peripheral zone swelling making it visually asymmetrical.

In ten of 31 patients, the prostate cancer was not evidenced by both methods, being

diagnosed only by means of random biopsy. That is, 32.2% of adenocarcinomas in this study

presented isoechoic to the adjacent prostatic parenchyma, according to the findings of Shinohara

et al.(9), who found 39% of tumors non-visualized at ultrasound.

In these patients, the diagnosis of cancer resulted from less than half of the fragments and,

in all of them the onset was unilateral and there was no case of diffuse prostatic carcinoma.

Additionally, in none of these cases perineural invasion was described.

On the other hand, the mean Gleason score for isoechoic cancers was of 6.67, one patient

presenting score 8, although with only one fragment positive for adenocarcinoma, i.e., cancers

not visible by ultrasound also are clinically significant (Gleason higher than 6), although

apparently presenting as less extensive.

This finding is in concordance with the study of Lee et al.(3), who have not found

differences between palpable and non-palpable Gleason scores, and the study of Slonim et

al.(18), who reported a 28% increase in cancer detection with random biopsy and that cancers
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found by this method were clinically significant. Also, there is a partial correlation with the

study of Shinohara et al.(9), who reported a significant difference between hypoechoic and

isoechoic tumors, the first ones being less differentiated. This difference can be partially

explained by the size of the tumoral focus, since Shinohara et al.(9) observed that only 18% of

tumors with less than 10 mm were identified by ultrasound.

Geason scores of diffuse or nodular lesions (loss of differentiation) and of lesions with or

without vascularization increase at color Doppler were not statistically significant, although

hypervascular lesions present higher mean values than lesions that do not present any alteration

at color Doppler. But, when compared with the group of patients with diagnosis only by biopsy

(normal ultrasound), the difference was statistically significant, reflecting the tumors higher

aggressiveness in these cases. As a matter of fact, the increase in microangiogenesis observed in

cases of tumors(17) and the relation explained by Shinohara et al.(9) of the tumoral aggressiveness

may justify this difference, although there is no report in the literature on the positiveness at

color Doppler with higher Gleason score.

There was no case of relevant complication due to the biopsy procedure and there was no

significant pain complaint that made the procedure impossible. The technique of biopsies

performed in the present study consisted of biopsies directed to lesions evidenced by the

examination besides, in average, eight to ten random bilateral biopsies fragments.

According to Hodge et al.(19), the utilization of random biopsies may increase in up to

20% the rate of prostatic cancer detection. Slonim et al.(18) have also observed an increase of

28% in the rate of cancer detection with utilization of random biopsy. In this study, 32.2% of

malignancy results were diagnosed only through random biopsy.

Any way, the biopsy technique is not a consensus yet. Initially, Hodge et al.(19)

established the use of six fragments (three in each lobe) bilaterally apical, median and basal.

Later, several authors questioned its detection capacity, as Presti et al.(20) and Ravery et al.(21)

saying that a higher number of biopsied fragments was necessary, while other authors like

Naugthon et al.(22) have not observed a significant advantage in the increase of the number of

fragments for cancer detection. The Sociedade Brasileira de Urologia (Brazilian Society of

Urology), in a study in association with the Colégio Brasileiro de Radiologia (Brazilian College

of Radiology), also recommend the extended sextant biopsy protocol (with 12 fragments) as the

transrectal biopsy standard due its higher diagnostic capacity (23).

Analyzing the data of the present study in the context of the prostate cancer diagnosis, we

could establish the limitation of ultrasound for this purpose. Considering that the initial

screening of patients is performed with basis on PSA levels and digital rectal examination, the

ultrasound should play the role of trying to reduce the number of negative biopsies

(unnecessary), without impairing the cancer detection capacity. However, the ultrasound

utilization as screening method is impaired by the non-specific character of PSA levels higher
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than 4 ng/ml associated with ultrasound low sensitivity and specificity, even if it is associated

with color Doppler.

Any way, the ultrasound is useful since, besides random biopsies, it allows the

performance of biopsies directed to echographic changes with higher positive predictive value

for carcinoma.
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O PAPEL ATUAL DA ULTRA-SONOGRAFIA TRANSRETAL

Tabelas e Quadros

Figure 2. Hypoechoic node in the right lobe peripheral zone (A). Increase in focal vascularization is not observed at color Doppler (B). An area of infarct is

histopathologically observed.

A B

�

Figure 1. Normal aspect of the prostatic gland at ultrasound. Observe the

homogeneous and more echogenic peripheral zone in relation to the central

gland.

Internal gland

Peripheral zone

Chart 2 Correlation of color Doppler findings with

histopathological findings.

Color Doppler

Positive

Negative

Total

Positive

18

13

31

Negative

11

42

53

Total

29

55

84

Adenocarcinoma

Chart 1 Correlation of ultrasound and histopatho-

logical findings.

Ultrasound

Suspect

Unsuspect

Total

Positive

21

10

31

Negative

25

28

53

Total

46

38

84

Adenocarcinoma
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Figure 3. Hypoechoic node in the right peripheral zone (A). A hypervascularization focus is observed in its interior at color Doppler (B). Biopsy revealed a

Gleason 7 (4 + 3) adenocarcinoma.

A B

Figure 4. Hypoechoic node in the right peripheral zone, presenting permeated cystic area (A). At color Doppler, hypervascularization is observed in the

periphery (solid part) of the node (B). Pathological study demonstrated Gleason 7 (4 + 3) adenocarcinoma with perineural infiltration.

Figure 5. Area of diffuse hypoechogenicityde affecting the whole prostate peripheral zone (A). At color Doppler (B) diffuse hypervascularization of the peripheral

zone is observed. Biopsy evidenced Gleason 6 bilateral adenocarcinoma.
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Figure 6. Hypoechogenicity without nodes formation in the right lobe

peripheral zone. Histopathology was benign.


